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Explain the importance of consensus.
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Consensus Building

It’s a 
Group Thing Get on Board

Demonstrate how to build consensus.

Ready, Set, Build

Why bother learning about  
consensus building?

What would you do?
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If you’ve ever gone out to din-
ner with a group of friends, 
you know how hard it can be to 
choose a restaurant. One friend 
hates Greek food, another has 
a gluten intolerance, and yet 
another is vegan. It can be dif-
ficult to find a place that will satisfy everyone. How-
ever, with a little effort, it’s possible. You just have to 
build consensus within the group.

Get on Board

When you and three of your classmates receive an assignment for a 

semester-long group project in European history, how do you decide 

which topic to choose? If three of you are interested in the French 

Revolution, and one is not, do you choose the French Revolution? Of 

course not. You choose a topic everyone can agree on. You decide 

by reaching a consensus. 

Consensus is a decision-making outcome that requires the sub-

stantial agreement of each group member. This means that, for ev-

eryone to agree, the option doesn’t have to be each group member’s 

first choice. If all four of you are interested in the Renaissance, but 

just three of you are more interested in the French Revolution, you 

choose the Renaissance—because you can all agree on that one.
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Consensus building is a skill that can be useful in 
many different situations—from personal life to school 
to government to business—anywhere groups come 
together to solve problems or make decisions. Learn 
more about consensus building and how you can  
use it to help yourself and others. 

How can you and your 
classmates choose a  
topic for your project? 
You can decide by 
reaching a consensus!

Paul Mcquire/iStock/Thinkstock
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As the result of a group decision, consensus is unique because every group member 

agrees. But consensus is not just about the agreement (the result). It’s also about  

how the agreement is reached—during consensus building. Consensus building 

(sometimes called collaboration or collaborative decision making) can be viewed  

in two ways—as a process and as a skill. As a process, it’s the group’s way of coming  

to an agreement. As a skill, it’s the action of bringing the group to an agreement.  

Whatever way you look at it, consensus building is about what takes place during  

the decision-making process.

Making it clear

To understand how consensus building works, take a look at what consensus is 

and isn’t.

Consensus is not voting. When group members vote, they total the votes for  

and against a decision—and whichever has the greater number of votes wins. But, in 

consensus building, no one wins. Each group member’s opinion is worth the same  

as any other member’s opinion. With consensus, nothing can be accomplished without 

everyone’s agreement.

Consensus is not the same as voting.
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Consensus is not majority rule. Majority rule usually occurs when a large part 

of the group has the power to decide. Suppose you and your fellow group members 

decide to research the French Revolution because three out of four of you like this 

idea. This is three-fourths majority rule. Do you think the remaining person in the 

group is happy? Not likely. When power is in the hands of the majority, the rest of 

the group is out of luck.

Consensus is not minority rule. Sometimes, the group will allow a few of its 

members to make the decision for everyone. This can happen when the group is 

too large to meet in one room to discuss the options—or when the group appoints 

a few people to make decisions for the rest. You might see minority rule in action 

when student council members make a decision for the whole school. The council 

members may have the authority to make a decision for you, without asking for 

your input. With minority rule, a small part of the group has the say.

Consensus is not rule by a single leader. When only one person is in charge, that 

person has the power to make the decision on his/her own—regardless of what others 

think. You see this in a dictatorship, a form of government in which one person rules 

absolutely and makes decisions without asking anyone’s opinion. Consensus isn’t majority or minority 
rule. With consensus, everyone in the 
group agrees!

Wavebreakmedia LTD/Wavebreak Media/Thinkstock
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Consensus is having equal power. Making a decision by consensus means that 

each group member has equal power to say “yes” or “no.” One benefit of this equality 

is that no one will complain about the decision after the fact. But, equality of power 

does allow just one group member to bring the consensus-building process to a halt. 

Consensus cannot be reached if even one group member disagrees.

So, you could say that reaching a consensus is about being equally empowered—not 

about ruling over each other. It’s about giving everyone the same opportunity to talk, 

letting everyone have the power to say “no,” and finding the common ground that 

brings you to a result everyone can support. 

Take advantage

Before we discuss where to find consensus building and how to apply it, let’s take  

a look at how it affects group decision making. The advantages of consensus  

building include:

Reducing self-interest—because everyone holds equal power. Reaching a 

consensus is a great way to reduce the “I want my own way” attitude. It prevents one 

person from pursuing his/her own interests, and it keeps one part of the group from 

silencing another. In this way, consensus building encourages teamwork and unity. 

Every group member has equal power  
to say “yes” or “no” when reaching  
a consensus.

kraphix/iStock/Thinkstock
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Inspiring creative problem solving—because everyone’s mind is engaged. 

Consensus building generates new ideas and allows the group to put aside either/or 

thinking and join two or more ideas in both/and thinking. In other words, instead of  

considering either one alternative or another, the group considers putting different  

options together, to reach an agreement everyone likes.

Creating high-quality solutions—because everyone has a unique perspective. 

Consensus building often brings diverse groups of people to the table to solve problems 

and make decisions. When many different perspectives and experiences are represented, 

the chances are greater for reaching the best possible decisions. 

Encouraging commitment and support—because everyone is on board. When 

each group member agrees, s/he is committed to the decision and supports putting the 

decision into action. This ownership means that the group can, and wants to, bring  

about change. 

Incurring low risk—because nothing happens unless everyone agrees. A group 

member can enter the consensus-building process with the assurance that no decision will 

be reached that s/he cannot live with. This assurance allows group members to approach 

the process with less tension and more open-mindedness. 

Consensus building brings many different 
perspectives and experiences to the table.

To read more about the benefits of consensus building, check out the 

article “How can we benefit from consensus decision-making?” from the 

University of Minnesota: http://www.extension.umn.edu/community/

civic-engagement/tip-sheets/consensus-decision-making/. 

monkeybusinessimagesiStock/Thinkstock

http://www.extension.umn.edu/community/civic-engagement/tip-sheets/consensus-decision-making/
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Consensus cons

Despite its many benefits, consensus building, as a decision-making tool, 

is not perfect. Take a look at some of its drawbacks:

 • It can be very time-consuming to reach a decision that no one in  
the entire group objects to. 

 • It can produce an environment of conflict by requiring group 
members to discuss their differences.

 • It can encourage compromise even when a group member really 
shouldn’t compromise personal beliefs or principles. 

 • It’s not helpful for achieving anything out of the ordinary, because  
at least one group member will probably disagree.

 • It’s difficult (though not impossible) to use for issues that affect 
people on a large scale—such as selecting a leader for the   
entire nation. 

Even with its disadvantages, some decision makers feel that consensus 

building is worth the effort.

This article by Craig Woodman, “Advantages 

and Disadvantages of Team Decisions,”  

discusses some consensus cons in more detail:  

One disadvantage of consensus 
building is that it may encourage 
an individual to compromise her/
his personal beliefs in the name of 
group unity. For a jury to reach a 
verdict, all 12 jurors must come to 
an agreement about a defendant’s 
guilt or innocence. Let’s say you’re 
on a jury and you think the defen-
dant may be innocent, but your 11 
fellow jurors have all voted “guilty.” 
You feel pressured to vote “guilty” 
as well. It’s been a long trial, and 
everyone just wants to go home. 
You’re not convinced that the defen-
dant is innocent, and your peers are 
convinced she is guilty. Is it ethical 
for you to vote “guilty” as well? 

http://smallbusiness.chron.com/advantages-disadvantages-

team-decisions-24238.html. 
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Consensus building in action

To benefit from its advantages, groups all over the world use 

consensus building to come to agreement. You can find consensus 

building in places such as:

 • Assemblies for international relations—when representatives 
reach a consensus for how to communicate (or trade) with  
another country

 • Government offices—when policy makers reach a consensus 
about how they will handle protecting the environment

 • Courts of law—when a jury reaches a consensus regarding a 
defendant’s guilt or innocence

Over the past few decades, consensus build-
ing has become the problem-solving process of 
choice when it comes to disputes over land use 
and environmental issues. One example of an 
agreement reached through consensus building 
is the Montreal Protocol. This international treaty 
was created to protect the earth’s ozone layer by 
phasing out the production of many substances 
that were depleting it. Former United Nations 
Secretary General Kofi Annan has referred to the 
Montreal Protocol as “perhaps the single most 
successful international agreement to date.”
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Summary

Consensus is a decision-making outcome that requires the substantial 

agreement of each group member. Consensus building refers to the 

process of group members reaching agreement. Consensus is unique 

because it gives equal power to each group member. Advantages of 

consensus building include reducing self-interest, inspiring creative 

problem solving, creating high-quality solutions, encouraging com-

mitment and support, and incurring low risk. Disadvantages include 

consuming lots of time, producing conflict, encouraging unnecessary 

compromise, and creating difficulty for achieving anything large-scale 

or extraordinary. Consensus building is used in many different groups, 

including juries and environmental-protection committees.

iStockphoto/Thinkstock

 1. What is consensus?

 2. What is consensus building?

 3. How is consensus different from:

   a. Voting?

   b. Majority rule?

   c. Minority rule?

   d. Rule by a single leader?

 4. What are the advantages of consensus building?

 5. What are the disadvantages of consensus  
building?
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Ready, Set, Build

Now, it’s time to take a closer look at the consensus-building process. Before 

we do, it’s important to note that this process isn’t “one size fits all.” It will 

vary from group to group and situation to situation. However, the following 

steps are a good basic outline for building consensus when the need arises. 

Step one—Identify the problem. Building consensus is hardly worth the  

effort if group members don’t agree on the problem that needs solving or the  

decision that needs making. Let’s say your business is short on funds, and the 

CEO has asked all managers to participate in consensus building to decide how  

to fix the problem. Some managers may consider the problem to be a need to 

come up with ways to bring in more investment capital. Others may consider  

the problem to be a need to review the budget and determine how to cut costs. 

Both ideas may be helpful, but if the managers approach consensus building  

with different understandings of the problem at hand, the process is not likely  

to be productive. 

Group members must not only be on the same page about what the problem 

is, they must also agree on what constitutes a successful solution. Is it enough to 

come up with one, solid, cost-saving idea? Or, is the consensus-building process 

a success only if the managers can agree on a step-by-step plan for putting that 

idea into action?

Don’t forget to plan the proper meet-

ing place for consensus building! Make 

sure the room is large enough for all 

the participants and that everyone has 

a comfortable place to sit. It doesn’t 

hurt to provide some snacks, either!

Jack Hollingsworth/Photodisc/Thinkstock
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Step two—Lay the groundwork for successful consensus building. Once the 

problem or decision-making need has been clearly identified, you must make sure you 

have the right people participating in the consensus-building process. If you don’t  

include each stakeholder (person who is invested in the process’s success or failure)  

in the group, you may be missing out on valuable information, insight, and expertise. 

For example, a group of managers determining ways to attract new capital would not 

want to forget to include the marketing manager—her/his perspective on selling would 

contribute greatly to the process. 

Before consensus building begins, you must be sure that all group members respect 

each other. Without respect, consensus is impossible. Building consensus requires listen-

ing to each group member and giving his/her thoughts and ideas equal consideration. 

This can happen only when each member recognizes and honors the rights of others. 

Lastly, make sure that each group member understands the meaning of consensus 

and what will happen if consensus cannot be reached within the group. Will the decision 

be turned over to the CEO and the board of directors? Will it be put to a vote? Will it be 

put on hold for a month and then revisited?

It’s all about respect! Without it, consensus 
is impossible.

iJacky/iStockThinkstock
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Consensus building can be formal or 
informal. One method of formal consensus 
building is the use of questionnaires.

Step three—Choose a consensus-building method. Depending on the nature 

of the issue at hand, you may choose to approach consensus building either formally 

or informally. An example of formal consensus building is the use of questionnaires. 

Instead of discussing ideas and solutions face-to-face, group members write down 

their thoughts, and the group facilitator compiles all the information, revising and 

redistributing the questionnaires until consensus can be reached. This method may 

work best in situations where group members wish to remain anonymous, wish to 

avoid arguing, or wish for their thoughts and ideas to remain highly organized. 

Most groups, however, choose a more informal method of consensus building. 

Meeting face-to-face often takes less time than writing, revising, and distributing 

questionnaires, and it requires a little less planning and paperwork. Many people feel 

that the give-and-take that occurs among group members when they meet in person 

is an essential ingredient of successful consensus building. 
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Every consensus-building group needs 
a timekeeper.

Step four—Assign roles. Every consensus-building group needs a facilitator. 

The role of facilitator is in place to serve the group, not to be in charge of the group. 

Remember, in consensus building, everyone has equal power. The facilitator’s job  

is to keep things organized and to keep the discussion on track. If it starts to get 

off-topic, the facilitator can remind the group of the problem or issue at hand. If the 

consensus-building method is formal, the facilitator is the one to revise, distribute, 

and collect the questionnaires.

A consensus-building group also needs a timekeeper. Like the facilitator, the time-

keeper helps the group stick to its agenda. S/He may time members when they are 

speaking so that everyone has equal time. S/He may notify the group when it’s time 

for a break or to end discussions for the day. 

Another important role in a consensus-building group is that of notetaker. Ideally, 

discussion will flow freely within the group, and the notetaker makes sure to capture 

everyone’s ideas, questions, and concerns. That way, the group can refer back to 

this information as it needs to throughout the process. Depending on the situation, a 

notetaker may take notes by hand or type them on a computer.  

You may not be the facilitator, the timekeeper, or the notetaker, but keep in 

mind that every member of the consensus-building group fills an important role. 

Your thoughts and ideas are important! And, no decision can be made without 

your approval. 

AndreyPopov/iStock/Thinkstock
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Brainstorming is a great way to share ideas.

Step five—Share ideas. Now, you’re ready to really get started! The group now shares 

its ideas for solving the problem or making the decision. This is a time to brainstorm—

don’t eliminate any ideas right off the bat. Give each group member equal time to talk, and 

make sure to listen actively when it’s not your turn. Something another group member 

mentions may spark an idea in your own mind. 

Step six—Choose ideas for discussion. Ask the notetaker to make a list of the 

ideas or solutions the group wants to discuss further. At this point, it’s better to consider 

too many ideas than too few. For example, your group of managers is trying to agree 

on a way to cut costs. After each manager has shared his/her thoughts, you’ve decided 

to further discuss these ideas:

 • Get more aggressive with clients who are past-due on their payments.

 • Attempt to renegotiate the business’s lease for less expensive rent. 

 • Cut employee salaries by 10 percent.

 • Shop around for better prices on office supplies.

 • Cut back on advertising. 

This video from VM Measures, “Six Creative Ways to Brainstorm Ideas,” explains 

a few different brainstorming techniques that your group can use to come up with 

possible solutions: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yAidvTKX6xM. 

Rawpixel Ltd/iStock/Thinkstock
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Step seven—Discuss and revise the idea list. Look at the ideas you’ve  

chosen and ask:

 • Which of these ideas, if any, will simply not work?

 • What are the costs and benefits of each idea?

 • Can any similar ideas be combined?

Your group may decide that the drop in employee morale from cutting salaries 

would not be worth the cost-cutting benefits and, therefore, eliminate that 

idea. It may also decide that cutting advertising costs may also lower sales 

and eliminate that idea as well. 

Step eight—Create a list of alternatives to discuss. If no new ideas  

or revisions have come up in your step seven discussions, your list should look 

like this:

 • Get more aggressive with clients who are past-due on their payments. 

 • Attempt to renegotiate the business’s lease for less expensive rent. 

 • Shop around for better prices on office supplies. 

Your group may reach consensus on more 

than one option at a time—if so, great! 

Keep in mind that you can always bring 

the group back to the table in the future 

to discuss more ideas and solutions. In a 

situation such as cutting costs for a busi-

ness, it’s going to take more than just 

getting better prices on office supplies; 

however, it’s a good start!

Jupiterimages/Photos.com/Thinkstock
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Step nine—Discuss alternatives. At this point, it might be a good idea to consider 

using a consensus scale to gauge each group member’s feelings toward the remaining 

options. For each idea, the group members give a rating from one to five:

 1  Yes—I’m 100% on board. 

 2  OK—It’s good enough for me. 

 3  Maybe—I have a few questions first. 

 4  Wait—I’d like to make some changes or suggestions.

 5  No—I object to this option. 

By using this scale, you might discover that some of the managers are completely 

opposed to using aggressive measures with past-due clients and most are on board 

with lease renegotiation although a few have questions. Everyone is in favor of shopping 

around for better prices on office supplies. 

Step ten—Select from the remaining alternatives. After addressing questions 

about the lease renegotiation and discovering that some managers don’t like the idea, 

your group decides to cut costs by shopping around for better prices on office supplies. 

It’s an option that everyone can agree with. You’ve reached consensus!

Yes? No? Maybe? A consensus scale 
can help you gauge each group 
member’s feelings.

stuartmiles99/iStock/Thinkstock
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Summary

The consensus-building process varies from group to group 

but includes 10 basic steps: identify the problem, lay the 

groundwork for success, choose a method, assign roles, 

share ideas, choose ideas for discussion, discuss and revise 

idea list, list alternatives, discuss alternatives, and choose  

a final option. 

iStockphoto/Thinkstock

 1. Why is it important to identify the problem before 
building consensus?

 2. How can you lay the groundwork for successful  
consensus building?

 3. What are the differences between formal and informal 
consensus building?

	 4.	 What	roles	need	to	be	filled	in	a	consensus-building	
group?

 5. List the 10 steps in the consensus-building process.


